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NON-FICTION

Non-Fiction/Royalty

The Queen
Matthew Dennison
“‘A touch of genuine gravity
was always the traditional
barrier which separated
royalty from the common
herd,” wrote a diplomat’s
wife in 1949. Throughout
her reign, the Queen has
maintained careful barriers
to preserve her personal
mystique. Why, how and to
what effect are questions I
have repeatedly asked myself.’
MATTHEW DENNISON

The magisterial life of Her Majesty the Queen, evaluating
the record of Elizabeth II as a practitioner of monarchy.
The long life of Elizabeth Alexandra Mary spans nearly a
century of national and global history, from a time before
the Great Depression to the era of Covid-19. The seven
decades of her rule embrace all but seven years of Britain’s
postwar history; she has been served by fifteen UK prime
ministers from Churchill to Johnson, and witnessed the
administrations of thirteen US presidents from Truman to
Trump. The vast majority of Britons cannot remember a time
without Elizabeth II as head of state and the Commonwealth.
In this new biography of the longest-reigning sovereign in
British history, Matthew Dennison traces her life and reign
across an era of unprecedented and often seismic change.
Stylish in its execution and nuanced in its judgements,
The Queen charts the joys and triumphs as well as the
disappointments and vicissitudes of a remarkable royal life;
it also assesses the achievement of a woman regarded as the
champion of a handful of ‘British’ values endorsed – if no
longer practised – by the bulk of the nation: service, duty,
steadfastness, charity and stoicism.

MATTHEW DENNISON is the author of seven critically
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acclaimed works of non-fiction, including Behind the
Mask: The Life of Vita Sackville-West, a Book of the Year
in The Times, Spectator, Independent and Observer. His
most recent book is the much-praised Eternal Boy, a life
of Kenneth Grahame.
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For further information on any of these books,
contact Claire Kennedy at claire@headofzeus.com

Non-Fiction/Languages

Languages Are
Good For Us
Sophie Hardach
‘I’ve always wanted to
publish a book about
the ways in which other
languages open up new
worlds of culture and
experience. Sophie Hardach,
a gifted novelist in her
second language and fluent
or curious in many others,
is the ideal writer for such
a book, and she’s written a
very fine one.’
NEIL BELTON,
PUBLISHER

A celebration of the huge linguistic diversity that is open
to all of us at birth, and that has inspired and fascinated
humans since the invention of speech.
The acclaimed novelist Sophie Hardach – a German
native who writes in English – explores languages and
multilingualism as an expression of human creativity and
identity and a way to connect in an often fractured world
– a necessary and important pursuit in these politically
divided times.
The book’s chapters roughly follow the trajectory of a
human life, tracing our relationship with language from the
first muffled sounds we hear in the womb, to the comfort
and companionship it can provide in old age. The author
weaves together her own experiences of language as the
mother of a multilingual child and explores the science and
history of speech. Languages Are Good For Us offers a unique
perspective on a subject that affects us all.

SOPHIE HARDACH is the author of three novels:
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‘Wise and unsentimental
... Excellent.’
The Times

The Registrar’s Manual for Detecting Forced Marriages,
Of Love and Other Wars and Confession with Blue Horses.
Confession with Blue Horses was shortlisted for the Costa
Novel Prize 2019. Also a journalist, she worked as a
correspondent for Reuters news agency in Tokyo, Paris and
Milan, and has written for a number of publications including
the Guardian, BBC Future and The Economist.

‘An absorbing slow
burn of a book.’
Guardian
sophiehardach.blogspot.com

@Sophiehardach

Non-Fiction/Histor y & Travel

The Gardens of Mars
Madagascar, an Island Story

John Gimlette
‘In Madagascar, people often
spend more on their tombs
than their homes. I’ve never
come across anywhere so
maddeningly mysterious.
We don’t know when its
first humans arrived, or
why, or how they got there
from Borneo (3,700 miles
away). Trying to make sense
of it all, I embarked on a
“walkthrough” history, and
here it is: wild, beguiling and
thrillingly odd.’
JOHN GIMLETTE

A journey – both historical and contemporary – among
the fantastical landscapes, beguiling creatures and isolated
tribes of the world’s fourth largest island: Madagascar.
An improbable world beckons. We think we know
Madagascar but it’s too big, too eccentric, and too
impenetrable to be truly understood. If it was stretched
out across Europe, the island would reach from London
to Algiers, and yet its road network is barely bigger than
tiny Jamaica’s. There is no evidence of any human life
until about 10,000 years ago, and, when people eventually
settled, it was migrants from Borneo – 3,700 miles away –
who came out on top.
As well as visiting every corner of Madagascar, John
Gimlette journeys deep into its past in order to better
understand how Madagascar became what it is today.
Along the way, he meets politicians, sorcerers, gem
prospectors, militiamen, rioters, lepers and the
descendants of seventeenth-century pirates.

JOHN GIMLETTE is a prize-winning travel writer who
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has journeyed to more than 60 countries. He is the author
of At the Tomb of the Inflatable Pig, Panther Soup: A European
Journey in War and Peace, Wild Coast: Travels on South
America’s Untamed Edge and Elephant Complex: Travels in
Sri Lanka. He is a regular contributor of travel features
to the Telegraph, Financial Times and Guardian.

johngimlette.com
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Non-Fiction
Non-Fiction/History

Philip and Alexander
‘A thrilling read, as successful
in meeting its ambitions as
Philip’s kingship, as sweeping
as Alexander’s conquests.'
Tom Holland, author of
Rubicon: The Last Years of the
Roman Republic
'Philip and Alexander is
history-writing at its best...
expert, fluent, and vivid.'
Barry Strauss, author of Ten
Caesars: Roman Emperors
from Augustus to Constantine

Kings and Conquerors

Adrian Goldsworthy
A joint biography that investigates how, during their
lifetimes, Philip and Alexander transformed Macedon
from a weak kingdom into a globe-spanning empire.
During his short life Alexander the Great carved out an
empire stretching from the Balkans to Central India,
re-drawing the map of the ancient world. Yet Alexander
represents only half of the story, for his success was not just
the product of his own genius, restless energy and ambition,
but was built on decades of effort by his father. History has
portrayed Philip II of Macedon as an old man, one-eyed and
limping, whose convenient assassination allowed Alexander
the Great to come to power. But there was far more to him
than this. Through decades of hard fighting, clever diplomacy,
and sheer determination, Philip unified his country and
conquered Greece.
As authoritative as it is accessible, Philip and Alexander is the
latest in a much-praised sequence of essential histories of the
ancient world from a master historian.

RIGHTS SOLD:
US/Can, Spanish, Chinese (simplified), Dutch

ADRIAN GOLDSWORTHY studied History at Oxford,

where his doctoral thesis examined the Roman army. After
teaching at King's College London, and the University
of Notre Dame London, he launched his writing career,
quickly becoming one of the UK's finest and most
critically acclaimed historians. His books include Caesar
(Weidenfeld & Nicolson); The Fall of the West (Orion);
Pax Romana (Weidenfeld & Nicolson) and Hadrian’s Wall
(Head of Zeus).
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BBC History

‘An authentic, enjoyable read.’
The Times
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POWERS AND THRONES
Non-Fiction

FROM BESTESLLING AUTHOR

DAN JONES

Title of Book
Author Name
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In The Reign of King John
Dan Jones
‘Jones has a terrific eye
for humanising stories
and the telling detail.
While he marshals the
facts well enough, it is
the snapshots of life as it
was lived that make this
book so engaging.’

Daily Telegraph on
Realm Divided
PUBLISHED

RIGHTS SOLD:
Chinese (simplified)

1215 was not just the year of Magna Carta and King John’s war with his barons,
but a year of crusading and church reform, of foreign wars and dramatic sieges, of
trade and treachery; a year in which England was invaded by a French army and
London was stormed by angry barons; and the supposedly impregnable castle at
Rochester was brought down with burning pig fat.
But this was also a year in which life, for most people, just went on. In the Reign of
King John thus opens a window onto everyday life in thirteenth-century England:
home and church, love and marriage, education and agriculture, outlawry and
hunting, food and clothing.

Magna Carta
Dan Jones

WORLD ALL LANGUAGES
234X156mm
368pp, INTEGRATED IMAGES
£25 HARDCOVER

A new, beautifully illustrated edition of Realm Divided, Dan Jones’ portrait of
Plantagenet England in the reign of King John.

'Jones deftly condenses
a wealth of historical
detail into the story of
how it became hallowed
as a founding document
of the western traditions
of liberty, democracy
and rule of law.'

The Times

On a summer's day in 1215 a beleaguered English monarch met a group of
disgruntled barons in a meadow by the river Thames named Runnymede. Beset by
foreign crisis and domestic rebellion, King John was fast running out of options. On
15 June he reluctantly agreed to fix his regal seal to a document that would change
the world.
A milestone in the development of constitutional politics and the rule of law, the
'Great Charter' established an Englishman's right to Habeas Corpus and set limits
to the exercise of royal power. For the first time a group of subjects had forced an
English king to agree to a document that limited his powers by law and protected
their rights.
Dan Jones's elegant and authoritative narrative of the making and legacy of Magna
Carta is amplified by profiles of the barons who secured it and a full text of the
charter in both Latin and English.

DAN JONES is a historian, broadcaster and award-winning

journalist. His books, including The Plantagenets, Magna
Carta, The Templars and The Colour of Time (with Marina
Amaral), have sold more than one million copies worldwide.
He has written and hosted dozens of TV shows including
the acclaimed Netflix/Channel 5 series, Secrets of Great
British Castles. His writing has appeared in newspapers and
magazines including The Sunday Times, The Daily Telegraph,
The Wall Street Journal, GQ and The Spectator.
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Non-Fiction/Histor y

Princes of
the Renaissance
Mary Hollingsworth
‘The Renaissance owes
as much to the sword as
it does to the pen or the
paintbrush. It would not
have happened without
the princes of Italy who
took the radical decision
to adopt the language of
imperial Rome for the
display of their prestige
and power.’
MARY HOLLINGSWORTH

A beautifully illustrated history of the Renaissance told
through the lives of its most influential patrons.
From the late Middle Ages, the independent Italian citystates were taken over by powerful families who installed
themselves as dynastic rulers. Inspired by the humanists, the
princes of 15th- and 16th-century Italy immersed themselves
in the culture of antiquity, commissioning palaces, villas and
chuches inspired by the architecture of ancient Rome, and
offering patronage to artists and writers.
Many of these princes were related by blood or marriage,
creating a web of alliances whose glue held society together
but also generated tensions that sometimes threatened to
tear it apart. Thus were their lives dominated as much by the
waging of war as the nurture of artistic talent.
In a narrative as rigorous and closely researched as it is
accessible and informative, Mary Hollingsworth sets the
princes’ aesthetic achievements in the context of the volatile,
ever-shifting politics of a tumultuous period of European
history.

RIGHTS SOLD:
US/Can

MARY HOLLINGSWORTH is a scholar of the Italian
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‘Excellent.’
Helen Castor,
Telegraph Book of the Year

Renaissance and the author of The Medici, which was widely
praised on its publication by Head of Zeus in 2017. Her other
books include The Cardinal’s Hat, The Borgias: History’s Most
Notorious Dynasty and Patronage in Renaissance Italy: From
1400 to the Early Sixteenth Century.

‘Lucid and beautifully
illustrated.’
The Times
mary-hollingsworth.com

Non-Fiction/Modern History

The Hitler Years
Volume I: Triumph 1933-1939

VOLUME I:
PUBLISHED
WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

‘...what makes this
volume really stand
out is its stylish design
and more than 80
coloured photographs,
punctuating the account
of Hitler's slow but
inevitable march to war."
Military History

On 30 January 1933, Adolf Hitler was appointed the Chancellor of a coalition
government by President Hindenburg. Within a few months he had installed
a dictatorship, jailing and killing his left-wing opponents, terrorising the rest
of the population and driving Jews out of public life. He embarked on a crash
programme of militaristic Keynesianism, reviving the economy and achieving
full employment. Over the course of the years from 1933 to 1939, Hitler won
over most of the population to his vision of a renewed Reich. But what drove
Hitler’s success was also to be the fatal flaw of his regime: a relentless belief in
war as the motor of greatness, a dream of vast conquests in Eastern Europe and
an astonishingly fanatical racism.

The Hitler Years
Volume II: Disaster 1940-1945

234X153mm
488pp, 80 integrated images
£30 HARDCOVER

The second volume in a new, immensely readable narrative of the rise
and catastrophic fall of the Nazi regime by a respected expert on the
Third Reich. At the beginning of 1940 Germany was at the pinnacle of
its power. By May 1945 Hitler was dead and Germany had suffered a
disastrous defeat. Hitler had failed to achieve his aim of making Germany
a super power and had left her people to cope with the endless shame of
the Holocaust. In The Hitler Years: Disaster 1940–1945, Professor Frank
McDonough charts the dramatic change of fortune for the Third Reich,
and challenges long-held accounts of the Holocaust and Germany’s
ultimate defeat.

FRANK MCDONOUGH is an internationally renowned

expert on the Third Reich. He studied history at Balliol
College, Oxford and gained a PhD from Lancaster
University. He has written many critically acclaimed books
on the Nazi regime, including: The Gestapo (Coronet); Hitler
and the Rise of the Nazi Party (Routledge) and Sophie Scholl:
The Woman Who Defied Hitler (The History Press)
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Non-Fiction/Modern Histor y

¡Populista!
The Rise of Latin America’s
21st-Century Strongman
‘With a reporter’s eye
and writer’s skill, Will
Grant brings to life the
colorful, flawed, and hugely
consequential leaders who
shaped the politics of Latin
America in the early 21st
century. Populista is an
ambitious, riveting and
essential book that has
much to teach us about
the recent history of this
region, and about the human
impulse towards populism
that continues to shape the
world.'
BEN RHODES, New York
Times bestselling author of
The World As It Is

Will Grant
An exploration of the phenomenon of the caudillo figure
in Latin American politics and the rise of populism from a
brilliant BBC correspondent.
The swing to the Left in Latin America, known as the ‘Pink
Tide’, was the most important political movement in the
Western Hemisphere in the 21st century. It involved some of
the biggest, most colourful, and most controversial characters
in Latin America for decades, leaders who would leave an
indelible mark on their nations and who were adored and
reviled in equal measure.
Parties became secondary to individual leaders and populism
reigned from Venezuela to Brazil, from Central America to
the Caribbean, financed by a spike in commodity prices and
the oil-backed largesse of Venezuela’s charismatic socialist
president, Hugo Chávez.
Yet within a decade and a half, it was all over. Today, this wave
of populism has left the Americas in the hands of some of the
most authoritarian and dangerous leaders since the military
dictatorships of the 1970s.

WILL GRANT
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is one of the UK’s leading broadcast
journalists on Latin American affairs. He has been a BBC
correspondent in Latin America since 2007 with successive
deployments to Venezuela, Mexico and Cuba. Across his
career, he has been responsible for covering the region from
Patagonia to the Rio Grande and has travelled to every part
of the continent in that time. He is currently based in Havana
and Mexico City
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Non-Fiction/Histor y (Landmark Librar y)

Voyagers
The Settlement of the Pacific

Nicholas Thomas
‘I grew up on a Pacific
coast and was lucky later
to travel by boat between
Pacific islands. No one who
experiences what Polynesians
call Te Moana nui a Kiwa,
the great sea, can be less than
astounded by the voyages
that transformed this vast
space of ocean and islands
into an inhabited human
realm. So my questions are
simply, How did people
become islanders? What is
it, to be an islander?’

The extraordinary four-thousand year story of the
settlement of the Pacific Ocean.
In Voyagers, the distinguished anthropologist Nicholas
Thomas charts the course of the seaborne migrations that
populated the islands between Asia and the Americas from
late prehistory onwards. Firstly the colonization by speakers
of Austronesian languages of the western Pacific littoral, from
around 3000 BC, of the Philippines, Indonesia, Micronesia
and Melanesia. Later followed the settlement, by Polynesian
peoples, of Fiji, Samoa, Tonga, Tahiti, the Marquesas, Easter
Island, and eventually New Zealand, up to AD 1250.
Alongside a compelling narrative of this remarkable sequence
of long-distance migrations, Thomas describes the sea-going
technologies that allowed these epic voyages to take place;
the nature of the cultures that embarked on them; and the
societies that emerged across Oceania in their wake.

NICHOLAS THOMAS

NICHOLAS THOMAS is an Australian anthropologist, who
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was co-curator of the Royal Academy exhibition Oceania
(2018). He is a professor of Historical Anthropology, and in
2010 he was awarded the Wolfson History Prize for Islanders:
The Pacific in the Age of Empire.

Non-Fiction/Histor y

The First Kingdom
Britain in the Age of Arthur

Max Adams
‘Sooner or later any writer
on the Dark Ages must front
up and deal with Arthur.
Now it is my turn to jump
feet first into the most
obscure period of British
history and try to figure out
what happened to Britain
after Rome. It has been an
exhilarating journey through
a landscape at once familiar
and wildly exotic.’
MAX ADAMS

A beautifully wrought and intellectually probing
investigation of the most shadowy and most mysterious
centuries in British history.
Somewhere in the dim void between the departure from
Britain of the Roman legions at the start of the fifth century
and the days of the Venerable Bede in the early eighth, the
kingdoms of Early Medieval Britain were formed. But by
whom? And out of what?
In The First Kingdom, Max Adams scrutinizes the narrative
handed down by historians and chroniclers. He strips away
the more lurid nonsense about Arthur and synthesizes forty
years of scholarly research to tease out the strands of reality
from the myth. His central theme evolves from an apparently
simple question: How, after the end of the Roman state, were
people taxed? Adams deploys a wide range of perspectives –
from anthropology to geography – to reveal the emergence
of distinct polities in the sixth century that survived long
enough to be embedded in the medieval landscape, and
which are recorded in the lines of river, road and watershed,
and in our familiar place names.

MAX ADAMS is the author of three bestselling histories of
FEBRUARY 2021 • APOLLO/HISTORY • 234x153mm • 480 pp
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‘A triumph.’
The Times

Early Medieval Britain: The King in the North, In the Land
of Giants and Aelfred’s Britain. His other books for Head
of Zeus include Unquiet Women, The Wisdom of Trees and
Trees of Life. He has lived and worked in the North-East of
England since 1993.

‘A beautifully written
archae-travelogue.’
TLS
theambulist.co.uk

TheAmbulist

Non-Fiction/Histor y (Landmark Librar y)

The Arab Conquests
The Spread of Islam
and the First Caliphates

Justin Marozzi
‘After studying Islamic
civilization for a number
of years, I found myself
increasingly drawn to
perhaps its greatest mystery,
one that goes back to the
earliest days of the faith.
How on earth did the Arabs
bring Islam to the world?
This is my attempt to
demystify that question.’
JUSTIN MAROZZI

The extraordinary story of the Arab Conquests, in which
armies inspired by the new religion of Islam burst out of
Arabia to build an empire that changed the world.
By the time of his death in 632 ad, the Prophet Mohammed
had managed to unite the feuding tribes of Arabia at the
point of his sword. In the years that followed, his disciples
would subjugate the Levant, southwest Asia, North Africa
and the Iberian peninsula.
By the year 750, several generations of marauding Arab
armies had carved out an Islamic empire which, in size and
population, rivalled that of Rome at its zenith, extending
from the shores of the Atlantic in the west to the borders of
China in the east. In the process they had completely crushed
the old empire of Byzantium, and hollowed out that of the
Iranian Sasanids.
The Arab Conquests represents one of the greatest feats of
arms in history and utterly changed the world. Justin Marozzi
tells their story with unfailing narrative verve and deep
scholarly authority.

JUSTIN MAROZZI

is a travel writer, historian, journalist
and security consultant who has spent most of his
professional life living and working in the Muslim world.
He is the author of six books, including The Man Who
Invented History: Travels with Herodotus, the Ondaatje Prizewinning Baghdad: City of Peace, City of Blood, the bestselling
Tamerlane: Sword of Islam, Conqueror of the World, and
Islamic Empires: Fifteen Cities that Define a Civilization.
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Non-Fiction/History

PUBLISHED

"A compelling take on
the Crusades...
an avowedly pluralist
account in which
equal weight is given
to the experiences
of Christians and
Muslims...Jones has
written an epic of his
own here, as complex
as it is compelling."
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"This is rollercoaster
history... Dan
Jones has a nose
for the dramatic,
disgusting and
bizarre… Every page
of his extraordinary
book provides vivid
evidence of the
Crusades’ continuing
ability to mesmerise."
The Times

The Templars
Dan Jones
The Knights Templar were the wealthiest, most powerful – and most
secretive – of the military orders that flourished in the crusading era.
Their story – encompassing as it does the greatest international conflict of
the Middle Ages, a network of international finance, a swift rise in wealth
and influence followed by a bloody and humiliating fall – has left a comet's
tail of mystery that continues to fascinate and inspire historians, novelists
and conspiracy theorists.

Crusaders
Dan Jones
Dan Jones, best-selling chronicler of the Middle Ages, turns his attention to the
history of the Crusades – the sequence of religious wars fought between the late
eleventh and late medieval periods, in which armies from European Christian
states attempted to wrest the Holy Land from Islamic rule, and which have left an
enduring imprint on relations between the Muslim world and the West.
From the preaching of the First Crusade by Pope Urban II in 1095 to the loss of the
last crusader outpost in the Levant in 1302–03, and from the taking of Jerusalem
from the Fatimids in 1099 to the fall of Acre to the Mamluks in 1291, Crusaders
tells a tale soaked in Islamic, Christian and Jewish blood, peopled by extraordinary
characters, and characterised by both low ambition and high principle. Dan Jones is
a master of popular narrative history, with the priceless ability to write page-turning
narrative history underpinned by authoritative scholarship. Never before has the era
of the Crusades been depicted in such bright and striking colours, or their story told
with such gusto.

DAN JONES is a historian, broadcaster and award-winning

journalist. His books, including The Plantagenets, Magna
Carta, The Templars and The Colour of Time (with Marina
Amaral), have sold more than one million copies worldwide.
He has written and hosted dozens of TV shows including
the acclaimed Netflix/Channel 5 series, Secrets of Great
British Castles. His writing has appeared in newspapers and
magazines including The Sunday Times, The Daily Telegraph,
The Wall Street Journal, GQ and The Spectator.
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Non-Fiction
Non-Fiction/History

The Awakening
A History of the Western
Mind AD 500–1700

Charles Freeman
The story of the revival of European intellectual life
after the collapse of civilisation that followed the fall
of the Roman empire.

‘An elegant story, engagingly
told. Freeman has a talent
for narrative history and
for encapsulating the more
arcane disputes of ancient
historians and theologians.’
Independent on
The Closing of
the Western Mind

The Awakening amounts to nothing less than a
history of European ideas over the period AD 500
to 1700 – from the twilight of Antiquity to the dawn
of the Enlightenment. Charles Freeman traces the rebirth of
European thought in the broadest possible sense, embracing
political thought, philosophy and theology as well as art,
architecture and literature. His account is informed by
the latest scholarly thinking in all these areas, but succeeds
in weaving the many strands of Europe’s intellectual
development across the Medieval and Early Modern eras into
a coherent, richly informative and highly readable narrative.
The Awakening is an ambitious but accessible history of the
emergence of the ideas that shaped the modern world.

CHARLES FREEMAN is a specialist on the ancient world

and its legacy. He has worked on archaeological digs on the
continents surrounding the Mediterranean and develops
study tour programmes in Italy, Greece and Turkey. Freeman
is Historical Consultant to the Blue Guides series and the
author of numerous books, including the bestseller The
Closing of the Western Mind (Knopf ) and, most recently, Holy
Bones, Holy Dust (Yale), a study of relics.
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Non-Fiction/Renaissance Art

The King’s Painter
The Life and Times of Hans Holbein

Franny Moyle
‘Imagine Henry VIII and
Holbein’s portrait springs
to mind. What of Holbein
himself ? Following his
footsteps, unearthing the
stories behind his paintings,
has been an exhilarating and
unexpected journey across
16th-century Europe.’
FRANNY MOYLE

A gloriously illustrated account of the life and times of
Hans Holbein, whose portraits have provided posterity
with enduring images of some of the most celebrated
personalities of the early sixteenth century.
Hans Holbein the Younger is chiefly celebrated for his
beautiful and precisely realised portraiture, which includes
representations of Henry VIII, Anne of Cleves, Thomas
Cromwell and an array of the Tudor lords and ladies he
encountered during the course of two sojourns in England.
But beyond these familiar images – which have come to
define our perception of the world of the Henrician court –
Holbein was a protean and multi-faceted genius: a humanist,
satirist, political propagandist, and contributor to the history
of book design as well as a religious artist and court painter.
The rich layers of symbolism and allusion that characterize his
work have proved especially fascinating to scholars.
Franny Moyle traces and analyzes the life and work of an
extraordinary artist against the backdrop of an era of political
turbulence and cultural transformation, to which his art
offers a subtle and endlessly refracting mirror.

FRANNY MOYLE is a British television producer and
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author. Her first book, Desperate Romantics, was adapted
into the BBC drama serial of the same title by screenwriter
Peter Bowker. Her second book, Constance: The Tragic and
Scandalous Life of Mrs Oscar Wilde, was published in 2011 to
critical acclaim. In 2016 she released The Extraordinary Life
and Times of J. M. W Turner.

@FrannyMoyle

Non-Fiction/ History

The Colour of Time
Dan Jones & Marina Amaral
The Colour of Time spans more than a hundred years of world history from the reign of Queen Victoria
and the US Civil War to the Cuban Missile Crisis and the beginning of the Space Age. It charts the rise
and fall of empires, the achievements of science, industry and the arts, the tragedies of war and the politics
of peace, and the lives of the men and women who made history. The book is a collaboration between a
gifted Brazilian artist and a leading British historian. Marina Amaral has created 200 stunning images,
using historical black-and-white photographs as the basis for her full-colour digital renditions. Dan Jones
has written a narrative that anchors each image in its context, and weaves them into a vivid account of the
world that we live in today. A fusion of amazing pictures and well- chosen words, The Colour of Time
offers a unique – and often beautiful – perspective on the past.

The World Aflame
Dan Jones & Marina Amaral

MAY 2020 • 246x189mm • 432pp • 200 integrated images • £25 hardcover
RIGHTS: WORLD ALL LANGUAGES

The epic, harrowing and world-changing story – in words and colourized images – of global conflict from
the assassination of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand to the obliteration of Hiroshima by the dropping of
the first atom bomb. The World Aflame will embrace not only the total conflagrations of 1914–18 and
1939–45 and the international tensions, conflicting ideologies and malign economic forces that set them
in train, but also the civil wars of the interwar period in Ireland and Spain, wars in Latin America, Britain’s
imperial travails in such places as Ireland, Somalia and Palestine, and events on the domestic ‘fronts’ of
the belligerent nations. Like The Colour of Time, The World Aflame is a collaboration between the gifted
Brazilian artist Marina Amaral, and the leading British historian Dan Jones. Marina has created 200
stunning images, using contemporary photographs as the basis for her full-colour digital renditions. A
fusion of amazing pictures and well-chosen and informative words, The World Aflame offers a moving – and
often terrifying – perspective on the bloodiest century in human history.
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journalist. He is the bestselling author of
The Templars, Magna Carta,The Plantagenets and The Colour
of Time. He writes and presents the Channel 5/Netflix series
Secrets of Great British Castles. He lives in Surrey.

MARINA AMARAL is co-author of The Colour of Time, and

a talented Brazilian artist who specializes in the colourization
of historical photographs. Largely self-taught, she undertakes
extensive historical research to determine how she colourizes
old black-and-white images.

@djones marinaamaral.com
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Non-Fiction/Medical

The Ministry of Bodies
Life and Death in a Modern Hospital

Seamus O’Mahony
‘This book is the final
part of a trilogy I have
been writing for the last
five years, along with The
Way We Die Now and Can
Medicine Be Cured?. It is
a personal, valedictory
account of my last year
as a doctor.’

Life and death in a modern hospital, from ‘poet-physician’
Seamus O’Mahony, the award-winning author of The Way
We Die Now and Can Medicine Be Cured?

SEAMUS O’MAHONY

Absurd general emails, vain and self-promoting specialists,
the relentless parade of self-destructive drinkers and drug
users, the comical expectations of baffled patients: this is not
a conventional medical memoir, but the collective biography
of one of our great modern institutions – the general hospital
– through the eyes of a brilliant writer, who happens to be a
gifted doctor.

Seamus O’Mahony charts the realities of work in the
'ministry of bodies’, that huge complex where people come
to be cured and to die. From difficult births and unexpected
deaths to moral quandaries and bureaucratic disasters,
O’Mahony documents life in the halls and wards that all of us
will visit at some point in our lives with his characteristic wit
and dry and unsentimental intelligence.

SEAMUS O’MAHONY
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‘A deeply fascinating
and rousing book.’
MAIL ON SUNDAY

‘A delightful, if
unsettling read.’
THE TIMES

is the author of Can Medicine Be
Cured? and The Way We Die Now, which won the British
Medical Association’s Council Chair’s Choice Book Award
in 2017. He worked for many years as a doctor both in his
native city of Cork and also in the NHS. He is currently
Visiting Professor at the Centre for the Humanities and
Health at King’s College London and a member of the
Lancet Commission on 'The Value of Death'. He is a regular
contributor to the Dublin Review of Books and the Medical
Independent, and has written also for the Irish Times, the
Observer and the Saturday Evening Post.

Non-Fiction/Current Affairs

NOW A
SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER!

'Peter Geoghegan is one of our
best investigative journalists;
his work is careful, sober, nonsensational, and terrifying. If
you’re concerned about the health
of British democracy, read this
book – it is thorough, gripping
and vitally important. '
OLIVER BULLOUGH
A brilliant description of the dark
underbelly of modern democracy:
dark money, influence games and
the new tactics of the new farright. Everyone should read it.'
ANNE APPLEBAUM
‘Peter Geoghegan’s investigations
into Brexit have been essential
reading. Now this urgent, vital
book is essential reading for
anyone who wants to make sense
of our politics.'
CAROLE CADWALLADR

Democracy For Sale
Dark Money and Dirty Politics

Peter Geoghegan
The story of how undisclosed donations have infiltrated
British politics, undermining public faith in democracy
and fuelling the rise of populism across the West.
Brexit has been the most significant decision in modern
British political history. It was a vote with repercussions
around the world, not least in the United States. But the
money and influence that delivered it was far from the grassroots campaign often depicted in the media.
Geoghegan documents the rise of dark money on both sides
of the Atlantic, showing how it has circumvented – and
corrupted – democratic mechanisms. We hear first-hand
from the new generation of political communications
gurus who have made data the most priceless commodity in
politics, and step inside the transatlantic think tank world,
where secret money can buy serious influence. We meet the
whistle-blowers and transparency activists fighting against the
increasing influence of money in politics, and see how easy it
is to evade the cash-strapped regulators vainly struggling to
police our democracy.
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PETER GEOGHEGAN

is an Irish journalist writer and
investigations editor at openDemocracy, a political website
that seeks through its reporting and analysis of social and
political issues to challenge power and encourage democratic
debate around the world. It is funded by, amongst others, the
Ford Foundation and the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust.
He is on the team of the Scottish Inquirer, an independent
publication dedicated to long-form, investigative and multimedia journalism. His previous books include The People's
Referendum (Luath Press).

© Photo Credit

PeterGeoghegan.com

@PeterKGeoghegan

Non-Fiction
Non-Fiction/Culture

Ultra
Tobias Jones
‘An intense book...
a positive story to tell
as well’
TLS
‘..a serious, detailed and
entertaining exploration of
a fascinating subject...while
Jones's analysis of the rise
of the ultras is interesting,
it is the anecdotes that truly
hook the reader.’
Herald

Italy’s ultras are the most organised and violent fans in
European football. Many groups have evolved into criminal
gangs, involved in ticket-touting, drug-dealing and murder. A
cross between the Hell’s Angels and hooligans, they’re often
the foot-soldiers of the Mafia and have been instrumental in
the rise of the far right. But the purist ultras say that they are
insurgents fighting against a police state and modern football.
Only amongst the ultras, they say, can you find belonging,
community and a sacred concept of sport.They champion
not just their teams, but their forgotten suburbs and the
dispossessed.Through the prism of the ultras, Jones crafts a
compelling investigation into Italian society and its favourite
sport. He writes about not just the ultras of some of Italy’s
biggest clubs – Juventus, Torino, Lazio, Roma and Genoa
– but also about its lesserknown ones from Cosenza and
Catania. He examines the sinister side of football fandom,
with its violence and political extremism, but also admires
the passion, wit, solidarity and style of a fascinating and
contradictory subculture.

TOBIAS JONES

is the author of seven previous books,
including The Dark Heart of Italy, Blood on the Altar and A
Place of Refuge. He has written and presented documentaries
for the BBC and for RAI, the Italian state broadcaster, and
has been a columnist for the Observer and Internazionale. He
is the co-founder of Windsor Hill Wood, and an occasional
midfielder for the England Writers’ football team.
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Non-Fiction
Non-Fiction/Nature

A Short History
of the World
According to Sheep
Sally Coulthard
‘As I watch our flock graze
outside the farmhouse
window, it’s hard to imagine
them helping the Vikings
pillage their way around
the world or financing the
Renaissance. How could
such unassuming creatures
have changed the outcome
of wars, pioneered scientific
breakthroughs and brought
untold wealth and grinding
poverty to millions? And yet
they did. This is their story.’
Sally Coulthard

An addictively free-ranging survey of the huge impact that
sheep have had on human history.
From the plains of ancient Mesopotamia to the rolling hills
of medieval England to the vast sheep farms of modern-day
Australia, sheep have been central to the human story.
Starting with our Neolithic ancestors’ first forays into sheeprearing nearly 10,000 years ago, they’ve fed us, clothed us,
changed our diet and our languages, helped us to win wars,
decorated our homes, and financed pioneers and privateers
to conquer large swathes of the earth. Vast fortunes have been
built on the backs of sheep, and cities shaped by shepherds’
markets and meat trading.
Sally Coulthard weaves the rich and fascinating story of
sheep into a vivid and colourful tapestry, brimful of engaging
anecdotes and remarkable ovine facts, whose multiple strands
reflect the deep penetration of these woolly animals into
every aspect of human society and culture.

SALLY COULTHARD is a best-selling author of design and

outdoor living books including The Hedgehog Handbook, The
Bee Bible, and The Little Book of Building Fires. She lives on a
Yorkshire farm where she keeps chickens as well as – naturally
– sheep.
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Non-Fiction/Nature

Trees of Life
Max Adams
‘In this time of
climate change
every home and
school should
have a copy.’
Gazette & Herald

In Trees of Life Max Adams has selected, from 60,000 extant species, eighty
remarkable trees with which he celebrates the richness of humanity’s relationship
with trees, woods and forests.
In a sequence of informative and beautifully illustrated portraits, divided between
six thematic sections, Max investigates the trees that human cultures have found
most useful across the world and across the ages. From the apple to the oak, from the
logwood to the breadfruit, these are trees that offer not merely shelter, timber and
fuel but also drugs, foods and fibres. They are very special trees, and Max Adams has
a plethora of fascinating stories to tell about them.

MAX ADAMS is the author of The Wisdom of Trees, The Little Book of Planting

PUBLISHED

Trees, The King in the North, In the Land of Giants, Ælfred’s Britain and Unquiet
Women. A teacher of the histories of woodland trees, he manages an area of
woodland in County Durham. He has lived and worked in the
North-East of England since 1993.
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The Hare and the Moon
Catherine Hyde

PUBLISHED

‘An absolutely
exquisite calendar
of paintings, [it's]
gorgeous...A
celebration of
flora, fauna and
country life, this
simply stunning
tome would make
the perfect girft or
coffee table book.'
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An exquisite, full colour country almanac by artist Catherine Hyde, following the
phases of the moon and a hare's journey throughout the twelve months of the year in
a lyrical tribute to the natural world.
Waking from the winter solstice a hare begins her journey. Through the landscape
and its changing seasons, moving in harmony with the moon. Atmospheric and
gorgeous paintings show the hare running in January, watching in February, leaping
in March, until it comes full circle, sleeping in December.

CATHERINE HYDE is a Cornish artist and award-winning illustrator. She trained

in Fine Art Painting at Central School of Art in London and is represented in
Cornwall by The Lighthouse Gallery, Penzance and in London by Foss Fine Art,
Battersea. Catherine has been nominated for The Kate Greenaway Award four times
and is recipient of The English Association Best Illustrated Book Award (Key Stage
2). She is illustrator of The Snow Angel written by Lauren St John, published in 2017
by Zephyr.

Non-Fiction/Nature & Conservation

The Chimpanzee
and Me
Ben Garrod
‘I know it’s a cliché to
have a holiday romance,
but in my defence, this
was different. For a start,
this wasn’t a holiday, I
was working. Second,
she wasn’t even the same
species as me. In my head,
this makes the whole
thing that little bit better,
if, admittedly, a little
bit weirder. Her name
was Pasa and she was a
chimpanzee.’
Ben Garrod

This is a unique look at conservation of the species and
Ben’s life-long love of chimps, illustrated in full colour
with photos and line drawings.
For over a decade, Ben Garrod has studied chimpanzees to
find ways to protect and conserve them. We join Ben on a
journey that takes him around the world, studying eastern
chimps in the humid forests of Uganda and the critically
endangered western chimps of Liberia.
In his trademark infectious, lighthearted style, Ben
describes encounters with chimpanzees that highlight the
different threats they face. From the illegal international
pet trade, to bushmeat markets, and the effects of
relentless habitat loss – not to mention how your new
furniture, your toothpaste and even your mobile phone are
all implicated in their falling numbers.
With access to world-renowned primatologist Dr Jane
Goodall, Ben shows how we can protect the chimps of the
future and help conserve this endlessly fascinating species.

BEN GARROD is Professor of Evolutionary Biology and

© Chris Vaughan

Science Engagement at the University of East Anglia. His
three-part TV series Baby Chimp Rescue was broadcast on
BBC Two in 2020. Ben is a trustee and ambassador of a
number of key conservation organisations. His previous
books include the six book series So You Think You Know
About... Dinosaurs? and The Chimpanzee and Me, both
published by Zephyr.
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DrBenGarrod
www.bengarrod.co.uk

@Ben_garrod
Prof. Ben Garrod

Non-Fiction/Nature

The Book of
the Earthworm
Sally Coulthard
‘Earthworms are the
undisputed superheroes
of the soil. Without them,
life would stop. Beneath
the ground, they’re grafting
away, putting goodness
back into the earth and
making sure our gardens and
farmland thrive. But how
much do we really know
about them? Let’s dig below
the surface and find out.’
SALLY COULTHARD

Sally Coulthard explores the miraculous world of the
earthworm, the modest little creature without whom life
as we know it would not be possible.
For Charles Darwin – who estimated every acre of land
contained 53,000 earthworms – the humble earthworm was
the most important creature on the planet. And yet, most
people know almost nothing about these little engineers
of the earth. We take them for granted but, without the
earthworm, the world’s soil would be barren, and our gardens,
fields and farms wouldn’t be able to grow the food and
support the animals we need to survive.
Sally Coulthard provides a complete profile of the earthworm
by answering fifty questions about these wiggling creatures,
from ‘What happens if I chop a worm in half ?’ to ‘Would
humans survive if worms went extinct?’ Fascinating and
beautifully illustrated, The Book of the Earthworm offers a
feast of quirky facts and practical advice about the world’s
most industrious – but least understood – invertebrate.

SALLY COULTHARD is a bestselling author of design and
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‘A cracking book.’
Sainsbury's Magazine

‘Coulthard is a
fine writer.’
Yorkshire Times

outdoor living books including The Bee Bible, The Hedgehog
Handbook, The Little Book of Snow, How to Build a Shed, Shed
Chic, Gardenalia and The Little Book of Building Fires. She
lives on a Yorkshire farm where she keeps sheep, chickens and
the occasional hedgehog.

@SallyCoulthard
sallycoulthard.co.uk

@salcoulthard
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Non-Fiction/Garden Design

Gardens In My Life
Arabella Lennox-Boyd
‘Landscaping beautiful
gardens has been Arabella
Lennox-Boyd’s lifelong
passion. It is a special
privilege for Head of Zeus
to be publishing Gardens in
My Life, in which she distils
the essence of a lifetime’s
expertise in garden design by
walking us through fifteen
of her most remarkable and
cherished creations.’
RICHARD MILBANK,
PUBLISHER

An eminent garden designer describes the inspiration
behind some of her favourite creations and offers practical
advice on planting plans and garden design.
Arabella Lennox-Boyd is one of the foremost garden
designers in the world. She has created some of the country’s
most stunning private gardens, in addition to commissions
for the Serpentine Sackler Gallery and projects for Sting and
Sir Terence Conran.
Looking back over her extraordinary career, Arabella takes
us on a tour of fifteen of her most important gardens, and
describes the inspirations that led to their final design. Each
chapter begins with a short account of a feature, object or
plant which inspired the garden in question, followed by a
description of the garden and how Arabella conceived its
design. Above all, she imparts her expert wisdom on matters
of planting and offers practical advice on landscaping.
Embellished throughout with beautiful photographs,
accompanied by Arabella’s sketches and design masterplans,
Gardens in My Life is a book to treasure: the record of a
life devoted to horticultural excellence and the creation of
gardens to love and delight in.

ARABELLA LENNOX-BOYD is an internationally
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renowned landscape designer. Italian by birth, she has
designed over 400 gardens worldwide including 6 Chelsea
Flower Show Gold Medal gardens, including best of show
in 1998. She is a trustee of the Chelsea Physic Garden;
a member of the RHS Woody Plant Committee, and
previously served as a Trustee of Kew Gardens for nine years.
She was also awarded the RHS Veitch Memorial Medal
for her work in Horticulture. Arabella has spent 40 years
building her own garden at Gresgarth Hall in Lancaster,
where she has created a remarkable landscape and arboretum,
full of plants collected on her many plant hunting trips.

www.arabellalennoxboyd.com

aralennoxboyd

Non-Fiction/Cookery

The Little Library
Christmas
50 Festive Recipes Inspired by Fiction

Kate Young
‘I adore food, and books,
and Christmas. What an
utter joy to have the chance
to write The Little Library
Christmas, and to share my
considerable enthusiasm for
Brussels sprouts, for Noel
Streatfield, for wrapping
presents, for terrible office
parties, for Carol, for
cinnamon and nutmeg, and
for Charles Dickens and his
Cratchit family.’

A festive cookbook from award-winning food writer
Kate Young. The perfect Christmas gift for cooks and
bibliophiles alike.
The Little Library Christmas is a collection of 50 festive
recipes from Kate Young, the Little Library cook. From
edible gifts and cocktail party catering, to the big day itself
and ideas for your leftovers, this book will guide you through
the Christmas period with meals, treats, tipples and – of
course – plenty of reading recommendations.
With beautiful photographs throughout and in a gorgeous,
giftable, format, this is the perfect book to put under your
tree this Christmas.

Kate Young

KATE YOUNG is an award-winning food writer whose

recipes are inspired by her bookshelves. After mastering the
treacle tart from Harry Potter, Kate started blogging about
her creations and was named Blogger of the Year in 2017 by
the Guild of Food Writers. Her first book, The Little Library
Cookbook, was shortlisted for Fortnum & Mason’s debut food
book award and won a World Gourmand food writing award.
Her second book, The Little Library Year, was published to
wide acclaim in 2019. Originally from Australia, she now
lives in England.
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‘A cookbook for readers.’
Nigella Lawson

@bakingfiction
thelittlelibrarycafe.com

@bakingfiction

Non-Fiction/Cooker y

The Contented Vegan
Recipes and Philosophy
from a Family Kitchen

Peggy Brusseau
‘For the past thirty years I
have prepared only vegan
food for myself and my
family. While at first it felt
as if I was swimming against
the current, now the tide has
turned. Veganism is gaining
in popularity, and for very
good reasons. I’m thrilled
to share my experiences,
knowledge and recipes in
this book.’
PEGGY BRUSSEAU

Your essential guide to transitioning to a vegan lifestyle,
combining mouth-watering recipes with practical,
inspirational and reassuring advice on making the switch.
Food writer Peggy Brusseau has been a vegan for over thirty
years, and is often asked for advice by people considering
changing their diet. How do I get enough protein? How can
I eat a plant-based diet when my partner doesn’t want to? Is it
safe for kids?
In this book she answers all these questions and more, as well
as providing over 100 delicious recipes to inspire you in the
kitchen, from breakfasts and snacks, through to easy midweek
suppers and celebration feasts.
Beautifully photographed throughout, The Contented Vegan
provides all the information you need to become a happy,
healthy, contented vegan.

PEGGY BRUSSEAU is a food writer, cook and

committed vegan. She has written or co-written 24 books
on cookery and nutrition. Originally from Minneapolis,
USA, she is now based in London where she lives with her
husband and two sons.
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